Abstract
Introduction
It has become accepted that there is a clear need for an 'architectural view' of systems [1] . Enterprise Architectures that satisfies nowadays enterprises' requirements should be presented. Software architecture is one class of enterprise architecture that should address organizational requirements like system's interoperability, integration, agility, and other requirements [2, 3] . The architectural view of systems (both business and IT systems) is defined in ANSI/IEEE standard 1471-2000 as "the fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution". Enterprises can be thought of as the combination of business needs, and IT capabilities. Agile organizations are those where IT serves business needs, not limiting it [4] .
Enterprise Architecture Dimensions
Different dimensions of the enterprise need to be defined in order to generate the enterprise architecture. From enterprise point of view, architectures are classified into four categories [2] : Business Architecture, Information Technology (IT) Architecture, Information Architecture, Application (software) Architecture as depicted in figure 1. Enterprise architecture tends to define the enterprise from the four dimensions in order to connect between them and present a complete view for the enterprise 
Business Architecture
A business or business process architecture defines the business strategy, governance, organization, and key business processes within an enterprise. The fields of Business Process Reengineering (BPR) and Business Process Management (BPM) focus on the analysis and design of business processes, not necessarily represented in an IT system [2] . Business Architecture defines the business roadmap usually via defining the business processes [5] .
IT Architecture
The IT architecture defines the hardware and software building blocks that make up the overall information system of the organization [2] . IT architecture includes hardware and software infrastructure including database and middleware technologies. The IT architecture should enable achievement of the business goals using a software infrastructure that supports the procurement, development, and deployment of core mission-critical business applications. The purpose of the IT architecture is to enable a company to manage its IT investment in a way that meets its business needs by providing a foundation upon which data and application architectures can be built.
Information Architecture
The data architecture of an organization includes logical and physical data assets and data management resources. Information is becoming one of the most important assets a company has in achieving its objectives, and the IT architecture must support it. Information Architecture spans Business and IT Architectures, brings them together, keeps them together, and provides the necessary rich contextual environment to solve the ubiquitous data-quality problem [6] .
Software Architecture
Application architecture serves as the blueprint for individual application systems, their interactions, and their relationships to the business processes of the organization. A software application is a computer program or set of programs that uses existing technologies to solve some end-user problem such as the automation of an existing business process. Software architecture can be defined as "the sum of the nontrivial modules, processes, and data of the system, their structure and exact relationships to each other, how they can be and are expected to be extended and modified, and on which technologies they depend, from which one can deduce the exact capabilities and flexibilities of the system, and from which one can form a plan for the implementation or modification of the system" [7] . Application Architecture defines the form and function of the applications that will be developed to deliver the required functionality of the system [1] .
Enterprise Architecture classes utilize each other, and build over each other. Distinctions between classes are blurred because they all serve each other, and serve the enterprise. Enterprise Architecture classes' utilization can be thought of as depicted in figure 2. Common software architectures are presented in order to address the architecture that might solve most well known software architecture limitations; like lack of scalability, integration, and interoperability with different information systems. From this point on, Software Architecture and Architecture will be used interchangeably to refer to Software Architecture. This paper goes as follows: Section Two presents the relation between Software Architecture and Systems' Non-Functional Requirements. Section Three discusses the importance of Software Architecture. Section Four lists the most common Software Architecture Patterns while in Section Five authors present "Integration" as the selected criteria for comparing between different patterns. Section Six maps the different integration techniques and different Software Architecture Patterns; highlighting the driving and restraining forces for utilizing each one. Conclusion is presented in Section Seven with a proposed map between different integration techniques and software architecture patterns. Section Eight present References.
Software Architecture and System Design
There are aspects that should be designed within any system. Those aspects are: Architecture, Functionality, and Presentation as depicted in figure 3 . System design include: Architecturally defining subsystems and their functions, defining interface(s) for each subsystem and determining how those subsystems will interact, and allocating those subsystems to different components, as defined in [8] . Each of System Design's steps includes one or more functionalities. Functionalities can be mapped to system design steps as follows:
1. Architectural Design: includes identifying and documenting sub-systems making the system and their relationships.
2. Abstract Specification: includes producing an abstract specification of each sub-system's services and the constraints under which it must operate.
3. Interface Design: includes defining each subsystem's interface with other subsystems is designed and documented.
4. Component Design: includes allocating services to different components and designing interfaces of these components. Architecture is one aspect of a system to be designed, as well as the presentation of information and the functionality of the system. System requirements are either functional or non-functional [7] . Functional requirements are statements of services that systems should provide. Non-functional requirements present requirements that arose as a result of functional requirements. Architecture design is one step of system's design that shall satisfy non-functional requirements as it satisfies functional requirements [2] . Some of the non-functional requirements that shall be satisfied by architectural design are presented in figure  4 . 
Importance of Software Architecture
Software architecture matters because a good one is a key element to success [7] . Though the fact that Systems have architectures but architectures are not systems [2] does not decrease architectures effects on systems. Some of the ways that software architecture influences success are [7] :
• Longevity: It is important to take time defining a good architecture because Architectures live longer than teams created them expects.
• Stability: Architectural stability helps ensure a minimum of fundamental rework as the system's functionality is extended over multiple release cycles, thus reducing total implementation costs.
• Degree and Nature of Change: Architecture determines the nature of change within the system. Some changes are perceived as applicable; others are perceived as not applicable. • Social Structure: Architectures helps strengthening and weakening the social structure of the team. Teams can make social benefits form architectures during project time.
• Boundaries Defined: During the architectural design process the team makes numerous decisions about what is "in" or "out of" the system. These boundaries, and the manner in which they are created and managed, are vital to the architecture's ultimate success.
Common Software Architecture Patterns
An Architecture Pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization or schema for software systems. It provides a set of predefined subsystems, specifies their responsibilities, and includes rules and guidelines for organizing the relationships between them [9] . Software architecture patterns can be divided into two categories: Data flow and Control flow [7, 10] . Data Flow category focuses on functional modules and data transfers, while Control Flow category describes the way control is passed from one part of the system to the other. Table 1 lists both Data and Control Flow common architecture patterns. 
Non-functional requirements
Shortages, limitations, and deficiencies of information systems that include lack of agility support and limitations of integration and interoperability are two of the non-functional requirements category. Integration is the main challenge with institutions, and it will be tested against the mentioned software architectures presented in table 1 as an indicator for the architecture satisfaction of non-functional requirements.
Integration
Application integration is a strategic approach to binding many information systems together [30] . The need to integrate applications has been a requirement since business process automation was presented [31] . Application integration can be one of the forms: Internal Application Integration, External Application Integration, or Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) [32] . Internal application integration techniques integrate organizational applications with each other, while external application integration techniques consider integrating organizational applications with applications outside organizational boundaries. EAI platforms centrally integrate heterogeneous system landscapes on process, method and data level [33] . Internal and External Application Integration present traditional integration levels, where EAI presents recent integration levels. Figure 5 depicts different integration levels as presented in [31] .
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Figure 5. Integration Levels
Data level integration allows data to be shared among applications without sharing its application logic. Application level integration integrates applications by getting both connected applications' logic aware and enablers of exchanging data. Process level integration presents a new level of integrating applications where integration here facilitates or presents a new business processes.
Software Architectures and Integration Techniques
Integration is one of the addressed problems that requires picking suitable software architecture as a solution. The agile organization is more extensively integrated than previous organizational forms [34] , and we need to have agile institutions. Considering how architecture works, advantages and shortages of the architecture, there are architectures that can overcome integration obstacles, and others cannot. There are many integration options that include File Transfer, Shared Database, and Messaging [35] . Considering integration techniques defined in [36] , there are three common system integration techniques: 
Data Based Integration Techniques
Those are techniques that relies on databases to present integration either by presenting unified standard data element definition, so all applications within the organization can share same data, or by presenting databases, and data warehouses as the organizational repository, and all running applications share same data repository.
By using either technique method, applications are integrated; unfortunately; only on database level. Several restraining forces against this technique are presented in the coming two sections.
Adopting Standard Data Element Definition
Custom software uses the same data element definitions as all other software within the system. Thus, uniqueness in syntax and semantics are presented.
One of the Software Architectures that fits this technique is: Pipe-And-Filter software architecture.
• Pipe and Filter Architecture: A very simple, yet powerful architecture, that is also very robust. It consists of any number of components (filters) that transform or filter data, before passing it on via connectors (pipes) to other components. The filters are all working at the same time. The architecture is often used as a simple sequence, but it may also be • Pump: or producer is the data source. It can be a static text file, or a keyboard input device, continuously creating new data, or data of another application.
• Pipe: is the connector that passes data from one filter to the next. It is a directional stream of data that is usually implemented by a data buffer to store all data, until the next filter has time to process it.
• Filter: transforms or filters the data it receives via the pipes with which it is connected. A filter can have any number of input pipes and any number of output pipes.
• Sink: or consumer is the data target. It can be another file, a database, computer screen, or another application.
Applications share same standard data element definition, so, they can pipe data easily among them. By doing so, applications are integrated on data basis. Table 2 shows Driving and Restraining forces of Adopting Standard Data Element Definition as an integration technique, which unfortunately makes adopting databases and data warehouses not the perfect solution for process level integration. 
Adopting Databases and Data warehouses
Database is a collection of persistent data 1 that is used by the application systems of some given enterprise 2 . Databases have too many advantages and they play an important role in today organizations. Benefits of data approach include sharing of data, and reducing redundancy [37] . Databases allow data to be shared, that means existing and new applications can share the data in the database. Databases reduce data redundancy by eliminating, or at least controlling redundancy. Data warehouse is the subject-oriented, integrated, nonvolatile 3 1 Persistent Data are data that once accepted by DBMS for entry, can subsequently be removed only by some explicit request to DBMS. 2 Enterprise is simply a convenient generic term for any reasonably self-contained commercial, scientific, technical or other organization. 3 Nonvolatile means that, once inserted, data cannot be changed, though it might be deleted.
, time variant data store in support of management's decisions [38, 39] . Data warehouse can be thought of as a collection of data from more than one data source (data sources include databases) for providing a single, quiet large repository for the entire organization. Databases and data warehouses have been widely used to integrate applications within organizations. Typical Data warehouse can be found in [40] .
One of the Software Architectures that fits this technique is: Repository software architecture.
Repository Software Architecture: The repository contains a single data structure, the Repository, and a number of modules called Knowledge Sources, that modify this data structure. These are the only characteristics of repository architecture [8, 10] . Table 3 depicts the driving and restraining forces of adopting databases and data warehouses as an integration solution, which unfortunately makes adopting databases and data warehouses not the perfect solution for process level integration. Unfortunately, there are restraining forces that make adopting databases and data warehouses not the perfect solution for internal and external organizational applications integration. 
Software Based Integration Techniques
Another integration technique presented is the one based on using software as the orientation of integration solution. Either using standard enterprise wide software or presenting middleware is a software oriented solutions.
Standard Enterprise Wide Software
This means that whole organization uses the same software; this means that the whole organization is using the same data definitions, semantics, and formats for exchanging data. Enterprise Resource Plan (ERP) presents this technique as a solution to whole enterprise integration solution. ERP integrates Supply Chain Management System, Enterprise Management System, Customer Relationship Management System (CRM), e-commerce [41 -43] . ERP providers list include Oracle [44] , and SAP [45] . To provide a unified solution to the enterprise, layered architecture is required to enable integration of applications in different aspects.
Software Architectures that fit this technique include: Layered Systems, Client-Server, and N-tier architecture.
• Layered Systems: Layered Systems use layers to separate different units of functionality. Each layer only communicates with the layer above and the layer below. Each layer uses the layer below to perform its function. Communication happens through predefined, fixed interfaces. A Layer is a design construct. It is implemented by any number of classes or modules that behave like they are all in the same layer. That means that they only communicate with classes in layers immediately above or below their layer and with themselves. Figure 9 depicts layered systems architecture [10] . Each layer offers its own kind of functionality. A higher layer uses its lower layer to perform its function. It requires its lower layer. It is possible to define multiple layers at the same level. The user calls a function on an object in the upper layer. This object calls functions in the layer below. These functions in turn approach the layer below and the layer above. The primary disadvantage of layered systems is that they add overhead and latency to the processing of data, reducing userperceived performance [46] . Another software architecture that ERPs heavily rely on integrating enterprise applications is the ClientServer and N-Tier architecture. A detailed SAP architecture based on N-Tier architecture is presented in [47] .
• Client -Server Architecture: The clientserver style is the most frequently encountered of the architectural styles for network-based applications [17] . Client -Server components are: Client triggers process, Server reactive process [48] . Clients make requests that trigger reactions from servers. Variety of Client -Server systems are surveyed in [49, 50] . Client -Server architecture mainly consists of two layers: Single Server and many clients. Figure 10 depicts Client -Server Architecture different implementations. A ClientServer system is one in which the server performs some kind of service that is used by many clients [10] . The clients take the lead in the communication. The basic form of client-server does not constrain how application state is partitioned between client and server components, it is often referred to by the mechanisms used for the connector implementation, such as remote procedure call or message-oriented middleware [17] .
Figure 10. Client -Server Architecture Different Implementations
• N-Tier Software Architecture: N-Tier architecture is a Client-Server architecture combined with the Layered architecture where N equals three or higher [10] . Three-Tier architecture is an example of N-Tier architecture. Figure 11 depicts Three-Tier Architecture. • Presentation Layer: deals with user interactions. Thin clients interface do not contain business logic, just code required to process user input, send requests to the server, and show the results of these requests.
• Application Layer: processes client requests. It is the actual web application that performs all functionality specific to the web application. However, it does not store the persistent data itself. Whenever it needs data of any importance, it contacts the database server.
• Database Layer: contains Database and Database Management System (DBMS). In the second and third tier there can be multiple instances, because of scalability, load-balancing and redundancy [10] . N-tier architecture (with N more than 3) is really 3 tier architectures in which the middle or bottom tier is split up into new tiers. Figures 12, 13 , 14, and 15 present different implementations of N-Tier architecture. Figure 12 shows the simplest implementation of Three-Tier architecture, where the most left layer that includes Smart Phone, Cell Phone, and PC presents required logic to display information and validate user inputs. Business logic 'presented in applications' required to provide web applications to users are present on the Business Logic server. Required data to support those applications are present in the Database server. Figure 12 . Three -Tier Architecture Implementation Figure 13 illustrates the repetition of data layer by presenting more than one database server. Database servers can be connected together or separated. Business logic server can connect to both database servers, or connect to one database server incase database servers are connected together. Servers' connections is an architectural decision that software architect shall consider while designing software architecture. Mapping
to the other, enterprises overcome integration problems. N-Tier has been widely accepted in today's organizations as the standard architecture. Unfortunately, N-Tier architecture does not define what tier should include, how tiers should connect to each other, thus, architectural decisions still needs to be taken by software architect. Table 4 shows driving and restraining forces on adopting wide standard software as an integration solution. Unfortunately, this integration technique is not well suited for process level integration. 
Middleware Integration Technique
Middleware integration facilitates communication between applications in order to exchange data and business logic. This communication is either: PointTo-Point, or Multi-Applications.
Point To Point Middleware
Point To Point refers to direct connection and communication between two applications. This direct communication can be presented by two methods: Adapters, and Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs).
• Application Adapters: In this case, a special purpose adapter is presented to integrate two applications and provide communication and exchange of data among them. Examples of adapters are presented in [51] . This adapter is capable of transforming data syntax and semantics, and managing communication among connected application. Special adapters are presented for each application.
• Remote Procedure Call (RPC): an RPC allows execution of program logic on a remote system by calling local routine. This calling is done via special message between client and server 4 .
Multi-Applications Middleware
Multi-Applications middleware relies heavily on messages in order to hide complexity of communication between systems. It is not acceptable to provide adapters for the whole system; instead, a middleware is required to integrate applications within the system [36] . Exchanging messages enabled integration on software level. [28] . Message bus is responsible for delivering messages to destined applications. Sending application has no responsibility of direct connection with destined application. Sending application needs to prepare the message in the message bus agreed format, and delivers it to the message bus. Figure 16 depicts how message bus architecture works.
• • List-Based Publish/Subscribe: There are managed lists for subscribers. All subscribers receive certain messages when they are sent to the bus.
• Broadcast-Based Publish/Subscribe: Messages are sent to the all connected applications.
• Content-Based Publish/Subscribe: it enables Message Bus to investigate message contents to determine recipient of the message. Limitations include that message bus can expose only one interface. In order for an application to be part of the architecture, it should implement the message bus interface, use the message bus messages type, and registers itself to the message bus. Performance issues are also a potential problem; poor application partitioning can create excessively high volumes of messages, and some use cases can be impacted through high network latency [53] .
One of middleware integration technique's implementation that utilizes message bus is CORBA.
• CORBA: is the acronym for Common Object Request Broker Architecture, OMG's open, vendorindependent architecture and infrastructure that computer applications use to work together over networks [54] . CORBA applications are composed of objects. CORBA creates a distributed objects infrastructure which makes activating and accessing remote objects transparent [55] . Legacy application is wrapped in code with CORBA interfaces and opened up to clients on the network. Systems wrapped with CORBA can be integrated under CORBA architecture. Table 6 depicts driving and restraining forces of adopting CORBA as an integration technique implementation. • Service Oriented Architecture (SOA): Servers can register and deregister with the broker. If a server fails, it will be automatically (after a timeout) unregistered by the broker. Broker handles user requests by providing user capability to find different service providers, pick the most suitable one, and utilizes its service [10] . The client requests a specific service. It formats its request in a specific format and sends it to its broker. The broker then selects the most suitable server to process the request. When the link between the client and the server is set up, they may start communicating directly, freeing the broker. Figure 18 depicts broker architecture mechanism of action.
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Server Server Figure 18 . Broker Architecture CORBA was attempted to satisfy Broker architecture requirements, unfortunately CORBA itself has shortages that inhibited it from being the standard integration solution. Service Oriented Architecture is the most suitable architecture to integrate organizations on process level. Service Oriented Architecture integration is the strongest integration provided to organizations [33] . With this importance for Service Oriented Architecture, CORBA limitations were addressed among software vendors and industry standards creators. Web services were presented as the industry solution to overcome CORBA limitations. Table 7 depicts driving and restraining forces of adopting Web services as an integration solution. With those driving forces mentioned for adopting Web services, and with the fact that Service Oriented Architecture being the only software architecture capable on providing a process level integration, combining both Web services and SOA is almost a must. Most software capabilities will be provided and consumed as services. When the service is abstracted from the implementation it is possible to consider various alternative options for delivery and collaboration models [96].
Conclusion
Enterprise architecture is the framework of business, IT, information, and software architectures. Software architecture design is an important step within system design because software architectures should satisfy non-functional as it satisfies functional system requirements. Non-functional requirements like integration, interoperability, and agility can be satisfied by architectural design, if considered. Software architecture satisfaction to integration; as one of the non-functional requirements, is used in this chapter as an indicator to the software architecture of nonfunctional requirements satisfaction. The most common Software architectures are mapped to presented integration techniques; highlighting architecture's driving and restraining forces, and its satisfaction level to system nonfunctional requirements. Figure 19 summarizes the integration techniques and different software architectures presented as an enabler of each technique. Each one of the presented software architecture has its driving and restraining forces which presents strengths and weaknesses of each one. Web services based Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) achieved the maximum driving forces and satisfied almost all nonfunctional requirements addressed in the comparative study.
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